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Summary
We present surgical outcomes in a 10-year-old Japanese girl with neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2)–induced
epiretinal membrane (ERM). Her right eye underwent lens-sparing 27-gauge microincision vitrectomy sur‐
gery (MIVS) with ERM peeling. Decimal best-corrected visual acuity increased from 0.3 to 0.4 postopera‐
tively. However, abnormal thickening of the macula persisted for 3 years. Staining of the extracted ERM
revealed many cells positive for glial fibrillary acidic protein and nestin. Although removal of NF2-induced
ERM with MIVS can improve visual acuity, the potential surgical risks require careful consideration on a
case-by-case basis.

 
Introduction
Neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2), characterized by multi‐
ple inherited schwannomas, meningiomas, and ependy‐
momas, arises from a mutation on chromosome 22.1 It
can cause benign intracranial tumors in the nerve sheath
of the auditory-vestibular nerve or spinal cord, causing
hearing loss or weakness in the limbs.1–4 In the eye,
early-onset NF2 often causes cataracts and ERM.5 The
prevalence of ERMs in NF2 patients is approximately
80%,2,4 increasing with the severity of the mutation.6
Unique features of ERMs may permit early diagnosis in
neurologically asymptomatic children with a severe NF2
phenotype.5,7–9

One possible treatment for NF2-related ERMs is peeling
with vitreoretinal surgery. However, since NF2 is very
rare (1/100,000),1 and vitreoretinal surgery is generally
difficult in children, the postoperative visual prognosis
and the pathological condition of children with NF2-
related ERMs remains unclear. We present a case, with

histological analysis, of ERM removal in a pediatric
patient with NF2.

Case Report
A 10-year-old Japanese girl with NF2 presented at
Tohoku University Hospital for evaluation and treat‐
ment. Bilateral visual disturbance and ERMs were
present since she was 3 years of age. Despite eye patch
therapy, decimal best-corrected visual acuity was 0.3 in
the right eye. A diagnosis of NF2 was made at age 9
years, when the patient underwent surgery for a cervical
spinal cord tumor.

Neither eye had high myopia or an abnormal anterior
segment. The right eye had a thickened ERM, with
raised edges extending into the vitreous cavity, occupy‐
ing a macular area of 1.5 disc diameters (Figure 1). The
ERM caused a loss of foveal contour, leading to disorga‐
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nization of the inner and outer retinal layers (Figure 1).
The left eye had a mild, fovea-sparing ERM.

The patient underwent lens-sparing 27-gauge microinci‐
sion vitrectomy surgery (27 G MIVS) in the right eye
under general anesthesia at 10 years of age (Figure 2).
The vitreous was firmly attached at the posterior pole
and peripheral retina; therefore, we created a posterior
vitreous detachment (PVD) and applied triamcinolone
acetonide (MaQuaid, Wakamoto Pharmaceutical, Tokyo,
Japan). There were multiple peripheral tears, with slight
bleeding, probably due to the PVD. Endolaser photocoa‐
gulation was used to seal the tears. The ERM was suc‐
cessfully peeled and partially cut with scissors where it
was integrated with the macula. Peeling of the internal
limiting membrane (ILM) was not attempted during sur‐
gery.

Histological analysis of the resected ERM revealed
many cells of indeterminate origin. Staining of the sam‐
ple was negative for S100 protein, weakly positive for
glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) and moderately
positive for nestin (Figure 3). The specimen was too
small to stain for periodic acid-Schiff, type IV collagen,
laminin, CD44, and vascular endothelial growth factor.

Postoperatively, decimal best-corrected visual acuity
improved from 0.3 to 0.4 in the right eye. Central macu‐
lar thickness did not notably change, and the abnormal
macular thickening persisted for 3 years after surgery
(Figure 1). Postoperatively, retinal sensitivity (RS)
increased in most areas of the macula but decreased in
the upper temporal parafovea (Figure 1). There were no
complications and no ERM recurrence 3 years after sur‐
gery.

 

Figure 1.  Pre- and postoperative fundus photographs, with MP-3 stimulation results and optical coherence tomography (OCT) findings. A,
Preoperative color fundus photograph of the right eye showing a gray, thickened epiretinal membrane (ERM), occupying a macular area of
1.5 disc diameters. B, Preoperative color fundus photograph showing the 64 microperimetry test points in the macular region as green or
yellow points; many macular points had mildly decreased retinal sensitivity (RS), as shown in yellow (RS measured with microperimetry
[MP-3; Nidek, Japan]). C, Three-year postoperative color fundus photograph; most of the yellow points in the macula shown in B had
changed to green, ie, RS had increased, but some points in the upper temporal macula changed to orange or red, ie, had decreased RS postop‐
eratively. D, Preoperative OCT scans showing a thickened ERM with a hyper-reflective surface; this is a characteristic appearance of neurofi‐
bromatosis type 2 (NF2)–related ERMs: flame-shaped or with a spiculated appearance and curled edges that project anteriorly into the vitre‐
ous. OCT-measured central macular thickness (CMT) was 531 μm (Cirrus HD-OCT; Carl Zeiss Meditec, Oberkochen, Germany). E, One-
month postoperative OCT scan showing the absence of the ERM and the reduction of the hyper-reflective surface; however, the central mac‐
ula was still abnormally thickened. OCT-measured CMT was 384 μm (Cirrus HD-OCT). F, Three-year postoperative OCT scan showing the
absence of the ERM; however, the central macula was still abnormally thickened, and OCT-measured CMT was 563 μm (RS-3000 advance;
Nidek, Japan).
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Figure 2.  Intraoperative surgeon’s view of 27-gauge microincision vitrectomy surgery (27 G MIVS) for NF2-related ERM peeling. A, The
vitreal core was resected, and preservative-free triamcinolone acetonide (MaQaid; Wakamoto Pharmaceutical Co Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) was
injected into the vitreous cavity, after which a posterior vitreous detachment was created. The presence of an ERM was clearly confirmed. B,
Most of the ERM was easily peeled, but part of it was strongly adherent to the temporal region of the macula and seemed to have become
integrated with it. C, To avoid damaging the macula, the ERM was cut at the temporal region with scissors. D, The ERM was successfully
removed from the macula. E, After removal of the ERM, it was confirmed that no remnant ERM was in the macula. F, The scleral ports
created during 27 G MIVS were closed with absorbable sutures at the end of the surgery.
 

Figure 3.  Light microscope images of surgically removed NF2-related ERM tissue. A, Hematoxylin-eosin staining showing the presence of
many cells in the ERM tissue (bar = 100 μm). B, Negative staining for S100 protein (bar = 100 μm). C, Weakly positive staining for glial
fibrillary acidic protein (bar = 100 μm). D, Moderately positive staining for nestin (bar = 100 μm).
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Discussion
To our knowledge, postoperative visual outcomes in
patients with NF2-related ERMs have been reported for
only 2 cases (Table 1).10,11 Han et al10 described an
ERM in a 2-year-old girl that adhered strongly to the
macula but had a clearly defined border with the retina.
Unfortunately, postoperative visual improvement was
not reported. Philip et al reported a 6-year-old boy who
underwent 23 G MIVS with ERM peeling.11 Five
months postoperatively, his best-corrected visual acuity
had improved, and his performance at school improved
remarkably.11

There are no standard guidelines for treating NF2
patients with ERMs, but observation and surgical inter‐
vention are common treatment choices.9 Young children
with ERMs or retinal hamartomas that are not specifi‐
cally related to NF2 have shown good visual recovery
after early vitrectomy.12,13 The current report shows that
an NF2-related ERM affected visual acuity, and that sur‐
gery slightly but stably increased visual acuity for at
least 3 years. Furthermore, our patient showed increased
RS at most points in the macula, despite decreased post‐
operative RS in some parafoveal points. It may be that
peeling the ERM, which in this patient was tightly inte‐
grated and had to be removed with the aid of scissors,
caused retinal damage. We believe that the ERM could
only have been completely removed with scissors,
regardless of which MIVS gauge had been used, because
the ERM was integrated so deeply into the retina. Addi‐
tionally, the vitreous was strongly attached to the retina,
and peripheral retinal tears formed during PVD creation,
as in a previously reported case.11 Maximum caution is
necessary during vitreoretinal surgery for ERM peeling
in NF2 patients, to avoid retinal damage or tears. Lastly,
it is important to note that the abnormally thickened
macula did not markedly change postoperatively, even

after 3 years. The two previous surgical reports descri‐
bed similar persistent structural abnormalities.10,11

Though ERMs related to NF2 are generally considered
to be combined hamartomas of the retina and the retinal
pigment epithelium, they have not been precisely
defined because of their rarity. To our knowledge, only 4
published reports have included histological findings
(Table 1).2,10,11,14 Two of these reports obtained histo‐
pathological results via autopsy, not vitrectomy, and
were published more than 10 years ago.2,14 In 1992,
Kaye et al2 described an NF2 patient with intraretinal
glial proliferation and an overlying ERM that was com‐
posed of astrocytic cells and stained positively for
GFAP. In 1995, Crawford reported that numerous
defects were present in the ILM of an eye with NF2, and
that glial proliferation formed plaques on the ILM.4 In
2007, McLaughlin et al14 described an NF2 patient with
a thin ERM comprised of spindled and cuboidal cells
that were focally positive for S100 protein and GFAP,
suggesting a glial origin. In the current report, the
extracted ERM stained positively for GFAP and nestin,
which is characteristic of Müller cells, a type of retinal
glial cell. Nestin has been reported to upregulate in pri‐
mary retinal Müller cells in response to inflammation
and angiogenesis after retinal injuries.15 Thus, we spec‐
ulate that the origin of the ERM in patients with NF2 is
the retinal Müller cells.

In conclusion, although surgical removal of an ERM,
possibly originating from retinal glial cells, in a pediatric
patient with NF2 improved long-term visual acuity, the
outcome was somewhat limited by persistent morpho‐
logical abnormality of the macula. Additionally, we rec‐
ommend caution when peeling NF2-related ERMs in
children, to minimize intraoperative peripheral retinal
tearing and a postoperative decrease in parafoveal RS.
Pediatric eyes differ from adult eyes, and creating a

Table 1.  Comparison with previous reports
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PVD always requires extra care and attention. Consider‐
ing the potential risks, vitreous surgery for NF2-related
ERMs in children should be performed only after careful
assessment of the risk and should be used on a case-by-
case basis.

Literature Search
PubMed was searched on January 1, 2021, for English-
language results, using the following terms and combi‐
nations: surgical outcome, epiretinal membrane, and
neurofibromatosis type 2.
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